This is the story of Hoppi, a small bunny who takes a tour of the woods and sees that other rabbits are preparing fancily decorated eggs in the hopes of being chosen to assist the Easter Rabbit deliver eggs. He collects ideas from the other bunnies including flowered eggs, painted eggs, wooden carved eggs, eggs with portraits, chocolate eggs, and mechanical eggs.

Hoppi first thinks he will copy one of the types of eggs being made by the other bunnies but then decides that he needs to make an egg that is just right for him. As he is thinking about what to do, a robin’s egg drops from a nest to the ground. He selflessly sits on the dropped but unbroken egg, so that Mother Robin can sit on the two that remain in her nest.

Because he takes care of the fallen egg, Hoppi is chosen by the Easter Rabbit to help deliver eggs to all the children.

1. Hoppi wants to be chosen to help the ______________________________.

2. Name two ideas that Hoppi thinks he will use to try to make an Easter egg.

   ______________________________________  ______________________________________

3. Hoppi wants to make an egg that is ______________________________.

4. Why doesn’t Hoppi decorate an Easter egg?

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________